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Abstract: Ciputra University has a core focus on entrepreneurship and always emphasized entrepreneurship education in a contextual way. This paper shares the best practices of Entrepreneurship Education program that's being run at Ciputra University. The program known as “Inspiring Wednesday.” In this program, for one day each week the study will be dedicated solely to entrepreneurship topics. It is conducted through the entire campus starting with the students from the first semester all the way to the fifth semester. The program offers the students a combination of real-life learning experience along with skills which are useful assets for aspiring entrepreneurs. The Entrepreneurship education is carried out by both lecturer as entrepreneur enabler and professional entrepreneurs, called as entrepreneur in residence, in order to achieve University’s objectives. This paper covers the rationale, methods, results, and evaluation of the inspiring Wednesday in Ciputra University.
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Indonesian Vice President, professor Boediono mentioned that Entrepreneurship education is the proper way to maximize the advantage of “demographic dividend” of Indonesia. The advantage of a higher percentage of working age among Indonesian people should be further boosted through entrepreneurship (Boediono, 2011)

The process of creating entrepreneurs can be by chance or by design. In order to be able to give the maximum impact, the next Entrepreneurs should be prepared purposefully through education. In an interview session (August, 01 2005) Pok-
Kam Wong, a Singaporean Entrepreneurship researcher described that “If it is important, don’t let it fall into chances, educate”. In other words, If creating Entrepreneurs is important for a country, we should design the entrepreneurship education with a proper curriculum and in a contextual way.

Dr. (HC) Ciputra, the founder of Ciputra University believes that there are three factors that influence people to be entrepreneurs, namely birth, environment and practice (Tanan & Ciputra, 2011) :

- By birth, a child has already had the talent and DNA of an entrepreneur.
- By environment, a child have already seen and learned a lot of entrepreneurial practice that surround him/her.
- By practice. As a matter of fact, not everybody has the privilege to be born and to have entrepreneur environment, and therefore practice, training and education is the only ways to climb the entrepreneur path for them.

As a matter of fact, a lot of academic and vocational institution have done many programs of entrepreneurship education and training. The problem is not on what to teach but how to teach. Ronstadt (1987) “….with time, the question that ask if the entrepreneurship can be taught or should be taught will be replaced increasingly by what should be taught and how it should be taught”. In the spirit of diversity, there is no consensus of having the same exact contents and the methods of entrepreneurship to be taught among universities. For instance, different experts each suggest different contents of entrepreneurship subjects (Kuratko, 2005; Schramm, 2006; Solomon et al., 2002). It appears that entrepreneurship is multidisciplinary subject in nature and should be able to accommodate so many relevant aspects. Solomon (2007) found some common elements in entrepreneurship courses, including: venture plan writing, case studies, readings and lecturing by guest speakers and faculty. The typical elements of small business management courses include class work, tests, and major projects such as the development of business plans; student business start-ups, consultation with practicing entrepreneurs; computer simulations; and behavioral simulations. Other include interviews with entrepreneurs, environment scans, “live” cases, field trips and the use of video and films (Solomon, 2007).

Despite the diversity, most Entrepreneurship education at universities has several common objectives. This includes cognitive psychomotor and affective domains such as enhancing entrepreneurial concepts and their contribution to Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) into the economy; developing entrepreneurial mindset of the students; motivating students to be an entrepreneur; providing students with entrepreneurial skills relevant to formation and development of new businesses; and providing conducive-circumstances for students to start a new business.

The call to do Entrepreneurship Education is in the right moment, especially for Indonesia. Indonesia, with 240 millions population and very rich culture, is still classified as efficiency-driven economy rather than innovation-driven. To prepare an innovative job creator rather than job seeker among Indonesian youth and to enter the creative-economy driven can only be achieved through Entrepreneurship education.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION AT CIPUTRA UNIVERSITY

From the feasibility study of Ciputra University, several important facts were found. In order to have a good Entrepreneurship Education, some requirement should be provide such as the right method, the right mentor, the right mentee and the right environment/atmosphere. These requirements are needed in order to have the right outcome of the teaching learning process. The right method means that University should design a right curriculum that will fulfill the need of the student to be an entrepreneur. On the other hand, the delivery method of the content should also be in line with the purpose of building
the life skill of the student. The right mentor means that the competency of the facilitator should fit to the curriculum. The right mentee means that not all student are able to be an entrepreneur, some will be graduated to be professionals with entrepreneurship qualification, some will continue the path to be entrepreneurs. However, a selection test should be applied before the admission process to have the right candidate for the entrepreneurship education.

As a university located in Indonesia, Ciputra University has met the standard curriculum of MONE (Ministry of National Education), which means it fulfill the requirement for a student to hold the degree in their own discipline. On top of that, the graduates have the 4 years experience to become educated entrepreneurs, new venture creators with scale up potential.

There are several ways to applied entrepreneurship curriculum in the university. The first one is for the curriculum to be run through one or two entrepreneurship subjects. In the second one, all curriculum activities are managed by an entrepreneurship center, which could be inter department. UC, however, takes a third option, where the entrepreneurship is designed as a compulsory subject for all student of any discipline for 5 semester, i.e from semester 1 to semester 5.

The specific of this program is as follows:

The University dedicated one day for entrepreneurship on every Wednesday. On this day, student and facilitators will have no other lecture except entrepreneurship, which we call “Inspiring Wednesday”. The Inspiring Wednesday is an interactive and experiential learning process, based on project based learning with hands-on approach and real life problem. Real project means real network and resources, real risks, real problem market need and real fulfillment.

From semester 1 to 5 the students will learn Venture’s big picture such as Imagination of a business (knowledge, opportunity and creativity), potential partners (wide and potential partners, good reputation), business-venture execution (risk taking ability, managerial skills, customer service) and ensuring the sustainability (ethics, good will, innovation, social capabilities and win win partnership).

THE INSPIRING WEDNESDAY

The Inspiring Wednesday is compulsory for all students in UC. This entrepreneurship program comprises 15 credits out of 144 or about 10% (ten percent) of the total credits in all the study programs. It is not an optional, once-a-semester phenomenon. The curriculum model is shown in Figure 1.
Entrepreneurship training is embedded in all majors for the five semesters. The entrepreneurship program that is conducted on the Inspiring Wednesday is divided into several classes semester-wise which is called “E” class followed by the semester. For example E 1 refers to Entrepreneurship class for the students of the first semester. Each class consists of 40 to 50 students from different majors in order to achieve an interdisciplinary learning environment. Class will be divided into group of student. The size of the group may be 3, 5 or 10 depend on the characteristics of the project. The aim is to make the students learn from each other applying the knowledge and experience they have gotten from their respective majors. Each “E” class has its own final project by the end of semester. The projects are shown below (Figure 2).

E1 personal selling/branding is introduced to first semester students to get them familiar with the simplest way of creating a business which is an individual selling. The students can choose a product or a service of their choice from a catalogue and then take this product to the market. Students learn how to promote the products and sell it to customers which could be their circle of friends, families, and people they might know. The learning outcome of E1 is basically that student learn the process of direct selling and come up with new and innovative ways of selling a common product. It forces them to think out of the box and be creative. The expectation is not only selling the product, but also to make the student become more assertive and have a good communication skill.

In E2, the students learn how to promote their product using the digital media. They have to learn how to target a bigger, broader market using digital marketing such as Facebook, Twitter or even making their own website for a specific product/service. They usually do not have their own products yet or have not learnt how to create their own products. Hence, they use the existing products as was the case in E1. The venture has also become slightly larger and require additional resources including human resources and capital investment. As the students graduate to a retailing model where everything cannot be done alone, they need to start to manage people and team. It is the time for the students to learn and to exercise their life skill especially interpersonal skill.

In E3, the students learn how to manage the various aspect of the business from human resources to marketing and from finance to operations. It includes a four week business simulation. During the business simulation, they have the opportunity to expose their business project publicly and have some feedback for improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSPIRING WEDNESDAY MODEL</th>
<th>Sem 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARTMENT CORE SUBJECTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business Mgmt</td>
<td>Sem 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business Accountancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Hotel n Tourism Biz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biz information system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion Design Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Communication Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Inspiring Wednesday Model
Moving to the next level, students learn how to expand their business in **E4**. They learn the mechanism, complexity, challenges of running a business in multiple locations. Before this, the students need to set up their ventures formally. The key task in E4 is to register the venture as a legal entity and launch it. Moreover, they have to understand the demand in other cities or regions and customize the product keeping in mind local tastes, preferences, religious sentiments etc. This customized product or service could become the key resource of their ventures. Therefore, E4 is called Innovative Venture Creation. Once the venture is launched, the students would solidify their position in the market and then try to expand.

Expansion is not just about local or regional but also international. In **E5**, the students are encouraged to participate in foreign trade fair and try to introduce their product to the international market (market testing). On top of that, the students would also need to learn all the legal aspects of running an export-import business and protecting intellectual property (if any) and brand. Going international means complying with international law and regulations.

The “E” class is considered a platform where the students conduct their business experiments through the real projects. Students are expected to make mistakes while doing the projects in order to learn from the experience. This practical knowledge can be used while creating their real ventures later on. Each semester and each project must go through the same cycle called entrepreneurial process cycle which is done repetitively. The process consists of five steps for creating and running the business (National Content Standard for Entrepreneurship Education). Those steps are dreaming about the possibilities (Discovery), choosing an idea and creating a plan (Concept Development), testing the feasibility of the plan (Resourcing), starting and running a business (Actualization), and deciding on the future of the business (Harvesting/ Revise). The aim is that students must understand the concepts and processes associated with new venture creation.

All E is divided into two phases with each representing special objective of learning. The main objective for the first three semesters is about Discovery and E Essential. In this phase, the students learn about Basic Entrepreneurship which covers developing an entrepreneurial mindset and gaining the basic skills of business. Furthermore, from semester four to semester five the students will focus on Innovative Venture Action which is about Intermediate Entrepreneurship including innovative venture creation and international entrepreneurship either business or social type. The same process runs continuously through all the E classes with the increasing level of complexity.

**Entrepreneurs enabler and entrepreneur in Residence in Inspiring Wednesday**

Pope Alexander IV said that “university” or *universitas magistrorum et scholarium*, in Latin means “community of teachers and scholars. (Pope Alexander IV to the University of Paris, April 14th, 1255). Based on this belief, Ciputra University has a goal to make the schools as a fellowship of scholars, entrepreneurs, entrepreneur enabler and entrepreneur to be. We utilize all the network resources from academic, business world and from the society as well. A combination of full time lecturer as entrepreneur enabler and real entrepreneur or professionals (called Entrepreneur in Residence EiR) as class facilitators in every class makes for an interesting teaching learning process. These two different background facilitators are called Entrepreneur Enabler.

As entrepreneur enablers, the academicians provide the conceptual and theoretical foundation needed by students to develop their creativity and innovation while the Professionals or the EiR are external experts, invited to share their experiences and knowledge to inspire the students. They bring the practical experience and ground realities of doing business into the classroom. The collaboration serves more as mentor rather than teachers to set up new venture.

Entrepreneurship 1 to 5 allows the student...
to do start up business on different level of difficulties. Once they finish the project, they have the freedom to continue or to stop the business. Once they want to continue and begin to enter the scale up step, a business incubator is there to help them to get funding and support.

Creating a conducive atmosphere in Inspiring Wednesday

A university should have a good academic atmosphere in order to enhance the academic achievement of her faculty. Similar to this premise, an entrepreneurial university should create a good entrepreneurship atmosphere in order to enhance the achievement of the entrepreneurship project. The learning environment is designed as accommodative as possible to create excitement about entrepreneurship.

Continuous inspiring story about entrepreneurship is given in the beginning and at the end of every semester entrepreneurship subject in order to provide a lot of motivation for the students. Reward system is applied for those who have a remarkable achievement, and a Wall of fame is provided to put the successful business project. TV and newspaper’s coverage is possible for a very distinctive achievement, and there are also some fun and festival-like events to celebrate and reward entrepreneurial efforts. The entrepreneurship ecosystem is planned purposely through a relax relationship between student and lecturer, where an easy access to discussion will motivate a lot of creative ideas. This rewarding entrepreneurial behavior is a must to have the right entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Evaluation and challenges

At the end of 2010, a survey, funded by the Directorate General of Higher Education Ministry of National education is conducted on the alumni of Ciputra University. A hundred alumni participated as respondents. The pie chart (Figure 3) below shows the result:

- 33% of the alumni become professionals (Intrapreneur/corporate entrepreneurs)
- 23% of the alumni become Entrepreneur, continue their business.
- 18.5 of the alumni continue their family business.
- 19.5% still waiting for job or opportunity to do business.
- 7% go for further study

![Figure 3 Procentage of occupation of Alumni](image)
In other word, 41.5 % of the alumni is doing business of their own or their parent’s, while 33 % is working with other company, where they may still be looking for experience or wanting to keep their career as corporate entrepreneur. The other 19.5 % is still waiting for job or opportunity to do new business.

CONCLUSION
A yearly evaluation on the program already gave some feedback on the execution of the program. Small and big adjustments have been done to the curriculum and to the facilitators as well. The biggest lesson learned is that the finding of the “Tai-Chi Principle” in the inspiring Wednesday. Business process is a vehicle for learning, while application can be in any domain; social, governmental and academic.

The biggest challenge is to prepare the facilitators, building portfolio for the entrepreneur enablers - portfolio of academics in the real world implementation and portfolio of EiR in the theory behind entrepreneurial efforts. What makes us teacher is our capability to teach, creating learning scenario environment for good learning and creating proper method that will help students to learn.
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